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INTRODUCTION 

 

1. Reasons for selecting topic 

Vietnam is rich in seas and islands resource and this potentiality plays 

an important role in our nation’s development. Nowadays, “heading to the 

sea” in order to exploit resource has been becoming common trend of 

nations that have seas in the world and region. This trend leads to 

complicated disputations, which happened with South China Sea in recent 

years. In this situation, Vietnam has solutions that required all resources 

included legal basis, to defend national territorial waters. Thus, assurance of 

“heading to the sea” development is rising and necessary.  

Information resource (IR) and documents of seas and islands play a 

key role in implementing these purposes. They are used for propaganda, 

broadcasting and education of national seas and inslands, for legal basis to 

defend territorial waters and for economic development. 

However, cause of many reasons, information resource that has been built 

up by our library - information departments and archives departments is still 

insufficient, dispersed, unsystematic, moreover, lacks of scientification and 

unification in organization and management. For the above reasons, the author 

selected and implemented the topic: “Building up and effective exploitation 

of Vietnam’s seas and islands information resource”. 

2. Overview of topic research 

From second half of the 20th century, with the development of 

informatic civilization, buliding up and effective explotiation information 

resource has been considered by researchers in many fields included 

library-information researchers in Vietnam and all over the world. The 

Methodology includes definition and nature of information resource, 

diversification and components of IR has been studied by many academics.  

In the Russian Federation, the Information Academician  А. B. 

Antopolskii – Head of Information Registry Central wrote in his monograph 

“Russian Information Resource” [93] that confirms the diversity of IR and 

the scientific approaches in identification and classification of IR. Dr. O.V. 

Kedrovskii, director- general of IR confederation, Russian Federation 

(Rosinforesurs), in his research of IR development strategy of Russian 
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Federation, confirms that IR is defined as potential parts of information that 

could be controlled, be accessed, that has structure and valuable for practical 

activities. Thus, in order to serve for registry and management of IR nation-

wide, IR would be defined and classified as criteria: content, format, level of 

access, form of possession. In America, in the set of books and treatise on 

Information – Library Science , there is a book named “Information Resource 

of Science and Technology” which was written by Prof. PhD Krishna 

Subramangain [82] mentions the format of IR in Science and Technology. 

The development of electronic IR is extremely affected by electronic 

publishing. Prof.PhD Evans, Edward G. in his study: “Expanding the 

collection of library and information center” outlined the progress of 

electronic publishing in the intercept time of two millenniums, and the 

mission of libraries in building up electronic IR. 

In Vietnam, Prof.PhD Nguyen Huu Hung in his publish: “Information: 

From theory to practice” [20] has acknowledged IR is diverse and included 

many parts. For example, in research: “Information for study and 

deployment” [19], the author has mentioned to information resource 

included: “collections of documents, description of folders, types of 

database on image document, database of structural document, chemical 

reactions, chemical and physical characteristics of substance, measurement 

systems, etc.”. Author Pham Van Vu, in his writing: “Building up 

information resource for economic development” in 2013 also confirms: 

“IR includes source of original documents and satisfied requirement 

databases” [71, page 7]… 

- Regarding building up IR and IR of Vietnam’s seas and islands: 

Author Nguyen Huu Hung in his series writings, such as: “Development and 

sharing electronic information resource in Vietnam” [22]; “Development of 

scientific information becoming resource” [19], in systematic analyst aspect 

confirms that strategy to develop information activities should be an IR-

building-up orientation, emphasized that “the content of information is useful 

primarily for development in common and for science – education activities 

in particularly. It is not simple to buy equipment, software, to set up website, 

etc. [18]. Dr. Ta Ba Hung in his writing “Development of digital content in 

Vietnam: the leading guidelines” [70] made the points to develop digital 
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content of IR in the electronic library environment in both technical expertise 

and State administration criteria. 

- Regarding organization and exploitation of IR and IR of Vietnam’s 

seas and islands: some of studies published such as Dr. Mai Ha “To 

improve organization and effective exploitation of IR at Institute for 

Scientific Information” [12]; Prof.PhD. Nguyen Huu Hung “Information for 

research and deployment” [19] has researched on organization and 

exploitation of IR in libraries, information departments of Vietnam; PhD 

Nguyen Viet Nghia “Consortium – Effective model to supplement 

electronic information” [36] and “Some problems of document supplement” 

[37]. Dr. Han Nguyen Nguyen Nha has writing “Some solutions should be 

immediately implemented for effectively exploitation of Vietnam’s 

valuable documents about national territorial waters in Hoang Sa and 

Truong Sa”. Author Nguyen Van Ket “Archived documents – historical 

basis of Vietnam’s territory in Hoang Sa and Truong Sa [26]. These 

writings have given comments, related documents to Vietnam’s seas and 

islands in common and related to Truong Sa, Hoang Sa in particularly. 

These documents exist among the people, libraries, archived departments. 

Management, launching, and exploitation of these documents depends on 

function and operation of each departments, organizations. Some studies 

about Vietnam’s seas and islands documents, such as Ngo Thanh Hai 

“Management and Exploitation of archived documents to implement 

mission of national building and protection at Archived Center - 

Department of Defense” [13]; Le Van Viet, Le Quynh Hoa “Source of 

documents about Vietnam’s borders and islands at Vietnam National 

Library” [68]. 

3. The scientific hypothesis of the topic 

In Vietnam, building up and exploitation of information resource have 

many disadvantages, based on “experience”, lacked of consistent viewpoint 

and model of scientific development that assured of interaction and 

consistency. Solution for these disadvantages is building up policy and  

model of information resource management of national seas and islands 

which is consistent with scientific viewpoint and practical conditions of 

country. Thus, this would lead to effective exploitation of information 
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resource and meet the demand of seas and islands information, play a key 

role in building up and country protection. 

4. Purposes and research tasks 

Research purposes: The topic focuses on theoretical research on 

information resource, identify the information resource of seas and islands 

at libraries, archives, and management departments. Thereby, the author 

proposes solutions for building up the information resource of seas and 

islands that plays key role in economic and social cultural development. 

Research mission:  

- Systematize theoretical and practical research on building up and 

exploitation of IR and seas and islands IR 

-  Research on characteristic source of Vietnam’s seas and islands 

-  Investigate the actual situation of building up and exploitation of IF 

at Public Library System, Archived Department and National Management 

Department of Seas and Islands 

- Propose solutions to build up and develop IR of Vietnam’s Seas and 

Islands. 

5.  Object of the study 

Building up and exploitation of information resource of Vietnam’s 

seas and islands 

6. Scope of the study  

Studying on building up and exploitation of information resource of 

seas and islands at Public Library System, national archived system and 

specialized management departments in this period of time. 

7. Research method 

Regarding  methodology: Dialectical materialism and historical 

materialism; the views of the Party and State on culture, national borders 

and islands issues. 

Regarding research method: The thesis is used specific research 

methods, such as data collection,  data analyzation and synthesis; statistical 

method, sociological survey, observation and interview ... 

- Sociological survey: survey method using questionnaires and 

interview 
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Survey method using questionnaires: survey samples were selected 

with 3 department objections: Public Library System, departments in 

national archived system and national management departments and 2 

objections that are people used information of Public Library System and 

system of Archived departments. 

Sample 1: Department Objection: Public Library System (19/25 votes, 

reaching 76%); departments in national archived system (23/25 votes, reaching 

92%), national management departments (19/25 votes, reaching 76%). 

Surveys were carried out in 2 periods (2014 and 2016) in order to find 

out that: the actual situation of building up of IF of seas and islands and 

exploitation of IR of seas and islands. 

Sample 2: Information-used-people: in  Public Library System 

(delivered 210 votes at 19 public libraries, 10 votes for a library, 30 votes 

for National library, collected 205 votes, reaching 97.6%); in system of 

Archived departments (delivered 260 votes at 23 dept., collected 252 votes, 

reaching 96.9%). 

Survey samples were selected as criteria: divided by geographical 

areas, by information-used-people from nationwide: the North, the 

Middle and the South. Surveys were carried out in provinces, cities that 

have seas and islands, the major provinces that representative for 3 

regions [appendix 4]. 

Expert opinion method: collect experts opinions to clarify the studies 

[appendix 3]. 

8. Theoretical and Practical significance of the topic 

Theoretical significance of the topic: the dissertation enriches the 

theoretical basis of IR, implement the theoretical basis on IR; clarifies the 

key role of building up and exploitation of IR of Vietnam’s seas and islands 

in this period of time. 

Practical significance of the topic:  

- Data ad research results of the dissertation help managers complete, 

build up and develop information resource of seas and islands, build up 

model for data synthesis, sharing information in order to develop economic 

seas and islands, tourism, services; build up and protect territorial country. 
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- The dissertation is a reference material for study on seas and islands, 

giving possible solutions to improve quality and effectiveness of building 

up and exploitation of IR of  Vietnam’s seas and islands. 

9. The structure of the dissertation 

In addition to the Introduction, Conclusion and Appendices, the 

dissertation consists of three chapters: 

Chapter 1: Theoretical and practical basis of building up and 

exploitation of seas and islands information resource   

Chapter 2: Actual situation of building up and exploitation of 

Vietnam’s seas and islands information resource  

Chapter 3: Solutions for building up and exploitation of Vietnam’s 

seas and islands information resource  

 

Chapter 1 

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL BASIS OF BUILDING UP AND 

EXPLOITATION OF SEAS AND ISLANDS INFORMATION 

RESOURCE 

 

1.1. Theoretical basis of information resource 

1.1.1. Definition of information resource 

IR is data formed in document, digit, image, voice that has been 

recorded by conventional instruments, collections, humans and organization 

knowledge, and could be accessed and valuable for users[20]. 

1.1.2. Definition of seas and islands information resource  

IR of seas and islands is space of information that defined by seas and 

islands objections. IR of seas and islands is data formed in document, digit, 

image, voice that has been recorded by conventional and non-conventional 

instruments, collections which have content of seas and islands information, 

information described elements related to seas and islands that has structure 

and could be accessed, valuable for users, served for building up and country 

protection. Detail information of seas and islands includes different criteria of 

baseline, inland waters, territorial waters, the contiguous zone, exclusive 

economic zone, continental shelf, islands, paracel islands and spratly islands of 

Vietnam, the other islands possessed by Vietnam, sovereign rights and 
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and jurisdiction of Vietnam; operated in Vietnam waters, economic 

development of islands, management and islands protection policy, defends 

sovereignty and security of national borders, seas and islands. 

1.1.3. Characteristics of information resource 

5 basic characteristics of information resource: 

Physical characteristic: Before becoming resource, information was 

recorded, fixed in physic objects by signal system  to physicalize such as 

paper, document, or in eletronicalized environment such as magnetic tape, 

CD disk, computer,etc. 

Valuable characteristic: information is valuable if it has been used by 

people. Valuable information is useful for activities of human life. 

Structural characteristic: information resource includes information 

processed by fixed format and standard. Structural information is 

performed, arranged, ordered in suitable ways. In Information – Library 

Departments, Archive has to be arranged in majors, topics, individual 

registration number, be organized in database,etc, 

Accessible characteristic: accessible information is the important 

characteristic of information resource. In order to search information, it 

should be accessible by signals, criteria that served human life. Through  

access point, people could access information through access point, such as: 

name of books, authors, diversification indicator, etc. 

Sharing characteristic: developing information resource must be 

exchanged. Information is renewal by users. Information is conveyed from 

people to people in the process of discussion, communication, order, in 

mail, document and media, etc.  

1.1.4. Building up and exploitation of information resource 

Building up and exploitation of information resource are 2 sides that have 

close relation and interaction. If information is collected and well-organized, 

base on scientific basis, would make a good advantage  for effective 

information exploitation. Vice versa, if information resource has not been built 

up, users would overcome difficulty in information exploitation. 

 Identification of seas and islands information resource bases on 5 basic 

characteristics: Physical characteristic, Valuable characteristic, Structural 
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characteristic, Accessible characteristic and Sharing characteristic. However, 

different from the other resources, huge of un-launching information resource 

is secure, and it is difficult to access. Thus, up to now, information resource is 

rare to share. 

1.3. Characteristic of information users and demand of Vietnam’s 

seas and islands information 

1.3.1. Characteristic of seas and islands information users 

Information users uses this information for historical research, 

evidence that demonstrate for issues related to security of territorial waters, 

study of valuable documents for building up and country protection. 

1.3.2. Characteristic of demand on seas and islands information 

The characteristic of users’ information demand in information-

archive departments, libraries shows that users’ information demand on 

seas and islands is diverse. Reading demand and content of research on seas 

and islands information is different from information demand of other 

users. Research on seas and islands information should be carried out 

usually, should be update continuously. For example, if the disputation of 

territorial waters, fishing grounds, or natural phenomenon happens, 

information users make concern on seas and islands information. 

1.4. Building up and exploitation of seas and islands information 

resource in Vietnam 

1.4.1 General point of view 

Building up and exploitation of information resource are 2 sides of an 

issue that have close relation and interaction. 

1.4.2. Factors that affected building up and exploitation of seas and 

islands information resource: includes 2 main groups extremely affected 

development of Vietnam’s seas and islands information resource: way and 

development strategy  of seas and islands; information demand on seas and 

islands, issues related to organization department an information users. 

1.4.3. Criteria for evaluation of effectiveness of building up and 

exploitation of seas and islands information resource 

1.4.3.1. Criteria for evaluation of effectiveness of building up seas and 

islands information resource 

- Level of adequacy of seas and islands information resource on 

content, format, time, place of documents; 
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-  Level of accuracy of seas and islands information resource; level of 

in time update of seas and islands information resource; 

1.4.3.2. Criteria for evaluation of effectiveness of exploitation of seas 

and islands information resource 

Level of meeting demand of information users; level of suitable and 

diversify of structure of users information demand; having diverse product 

and service of information that met the information demand of users. 

Sub-conclusions 

Seas and islands information resource is type of information resource 

on object. Causes of historical characteristic and politic and geographic 

position of country, Vietnam’s seas and islands information resource 

besides common characteristics, has particular characteristics: high 

dispersion, difficult in accumulation, non-exclusiveness. Studying demand 

of information users and characteristics of seas and islands information 

resource that is remarkable for research to find out suitable solutions in 

process of building up and exploitation. 

Building up, organization for exploiting and launching Vietnam’s seas 

and islands information resource is urgent and is a long-term strategy. 

Information resource play in building up the politic, cultural-social 

environment, seas economy, develops science and technology and defends 

country; includes historical and legal evidence that demonstrates  the 

sovereignty in defending Vietnam’s territorial waters in common and 

paracel islands and spratly islands in particular. 

 

Chapter 2 

ACTUAL SITIUATIONS OF BUILDING UP AND EXPOITATION 

OF VIETNAM’S SEAS AND ISLANDS INFORMATION 

RESOURCE 

 

2.1. Legal basis and network of departments take part in building 

up and exploitation of Vietnam’s seas and islands information resource  

Vietnam has acknowledged of the importance of source of 

information-document in building up and defending country. Regarding 

legal framework, we have many documents that were published related to 
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management of information resource, documents, includes information and 

document about seas and islands. We need to concentrate on the below 

documents: 

Decree number 18, 1946 signed by President Ho Chi Minh about rules 

on depositary of cultural products; Instruction number 42-CT/TW of 

Secretaria dated 25/08/2014 about improvement of comprehensive quality 

of publishing activity; state law of library number 31/2000/PL-UBTVQH10 

dated 28/12/2000; Decision number 10/2007/QD-BVHTT approved 

development planning of Vietnam library phylum to 2010 and direction of 

2020. These are the legal basis for library phylum operates according to 

State and Party’s law policy, allegation and road map. 

Decree 102/CP dated 04/09/1962 of governmental board about 

foundation of prime minister’s palace Paper Office. Instruction number 

117-TTg about defence and management of cultural documents and books 

in Chinese characters, native word. According to Clause 12, State law on 

national archive 2001 “valuable document of individual, family is 

registered and protected by State, Archived departments have responsibility 

to instruct and help in maintenance technics. According to Term 2, Clause 

12, State law on National Archive “national archived department  collected 

document that belongs to Vietnam state- owned archive Fonts”; Decree 

number 111/2004/ND-CP dated 08/04/2004 of Government regulates detail 

implementation of Decree on national archive. especially, resolution of 

Party Congress X has already confirmed that “protect and develop archive's 

value”. Instruction number 05/2007/CT-TTg dated 02/03/2007 of Prime 

Minister about enhance defence and develop country archive value; Law on 

Archive was passed by VIII Congress, 2nd session on 11/11/2011 and valid 

on 1/07/2012 - this is the highest validity law document  in the law system 

of archive up to now. Decision number 664/QD-TTg approves content of 

Scheme on collection of valuable and rare document, includes source of 

seas and islands document. Instruction number 33/CT-TTg about enhance 

of collecting works, considering, publishing and using of documents, maps, 

books and to honor with respect to individuals, organizations have already 

collected and donate materials related to Vietnam marine sovereignty. 
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On 27/06/2013, Decision number 786/QD-BNV given by Home 

affairs Department that implements Decree number 33/CT-TTg. This is a 

turning-point of building up and exploitation of seas and islands 

information resource. On 18/08/2013 Home affairs Department released 

Decision number 922/QD-BNV planning of implement scheme on 

collection of valuable and rare document from 2012 to 2020, includes seas 

and islands document. 

2.2. Actual situation of building up Vietnam’s seas and islands 

information resource 

The investigation of actual situation of building up seas and islands 

information resource has been carried out in 2 sides: Content of tasks 

includes collected mission, complement collection, source of information, 

management organization of seas and islands information resource; field of 

action: task of building up seas and islands information resource is 

implemented in 3 main fields: public library system, National Archive 

system and profession management agency. 

2.2.1. Complement, collection and gather-up 

2.2.1.1. Complementary policy of seas and islands information resource 

Key training task is always considered by information-library-archive 

department, because this is basement of material creation for professional 

activities later. Currently, some of public libraries, archive department have 

policy to build up and develop Vietnam’s seas and islands information 

resource, that is implemented in direction, annual work task in with 

objectives: number of documents increased; assurance of update 

characteristic, material and value of content of document, etc. 

2.2.1.2. Expense 

Annually, information-library-archive departments have expense to 

collected, complement source of seas and islands. The complement of 

source of seas and islands information, document has been implemented in 

types of format: Copyright deposit; Buying source; Endogenous source; 

Exchange; donation; collecting; photocopy; socialized source (other 

sources), etc. 

2.2.1.3. Format of complement, collecting and gathering-up seas and 

islands information  

Currently, information-library departments take a concern of 

complement source of Vietnam’s seas and islands in archives. In 
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investigated information-library departments, scope of collection and 

complement not only from Center but also Local regions, the different 

format such as: website, books, newspaper, foreign magazines, etc. The 

complement of source of seas and islands information, document has been 

implemented in types of format: Copyright deposit; Buying source; 

Endogenous source; Exchange; donation; collecting; photocopy; socialized 

source (other sources), etc. 

Evaluation of result of building seas and islands information resource  

Result of survey carried out in 19 public libraries, 23 archived 

departments and 19 state management departments shown that it is difficult 

to find out exactly the total source of seas and islands information in 3 

regions: public library, archived departments state management department. 

The statistics only can be estimated in percentage of total sources of 

libraries and archive department. 

Source of seas and islands document at public libraries 

In 19 libraries which have source of seas and islands document, by 

analyzing and investigating, document of seas and islands was estimated in 

public libraries taken in total source of document as follows: 1%: 8/19 

public libraries (rated 42.10%); 2%: 6/19 public libraries (rated 31.57%); 

3%: 1/19 public libraries (rated 5.26%); the ratio of seas and islands 

document 4%: 2/19 public libraries (rated 10.52%). In public libraries, 

national library takes an important role, and has the most diverse source of 

document: 1291 geographic maps, mostly from copyright deposit, includes 

maps of country, maps of province in different geographic division periods. 

This is the important historical source of borders, seas and islands. 

Source of seas and islands document in Archive department 

In 23 archive departments, according to investigation of seas and 

islands document in source of document: the ratio of seas and islands 1%: 

13 archives (rated 56.52%); the ratio of seas and islands 2%: 2 archives 

(rated 8.69%); the ratio of  seas and islands 3%: 3 archives (rated 13.04%); 

the ratio of  seas and islands 4%: 2 archives (rated 8.69%); the ratio of  seas 

and islands 5%: 3 archives (rated 13.04%). Document of seas and islands is 

defined in all fonts, unit of  measurement is number of meter of document, 

and statistic in meter, number of files. 
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In national archive center I: preservation of 2 blocks of document 

which have historical chronology from after 1945: block of French archive 

document and block of Han-Nom character with rich content, reflecting the 

economic situation, politics, culture, society.  

Specially, Both of 2 blocks have content related to Vietnam’seas and 

islands issues. In 772 records of Nguyen royal tomes which preserved at 

center there are some records about paracel islands and spratly islands of 

Vietnam. 

In national archive center II:  Currently, this center manages over 

14.000 meters of document shelf building up in the operation period of 

different regimes. The block of document about borders, seas and islands is 

persevered in fonts: collection of map, residence of south governor, 

residence of Prime Minister, President of the first Repubilc, President of the 

second Repubilc, Prime Minister of Republic of Vietnam, Department of 

public work and transportation [15]. 

In national archive center IV: this center has been preserved 382 

meters of administration document in 06 fonts/archive collections, over 

34.600 wood-block (equivalent that nearly 2.100 meters of document shelf), 

more than 55.300 wood-block brass-rubbing document and more than 

14.100 map document sheets, etc. Content of these blocks of document is 

rich and diverse, includes lots of document about Vietnam’s seas and 

islands, border issues. 

Source of seas and islands document at State management department 

In 19 State management departments that have seas and islands 

document, by analyzing and investigating, document of seas and islands is 

divided in total source of document in organization as follows: the percentage 

of seas and islands document 3%: 4 departments (rated 21.05%;  the percentage 

of seas and islands document 4%: 5 depts rated 26.32%; follows: the 

percentage of seas and islands document 5%: 7 depts rated 36.84%; the 

percentage of seas and islands document 10%: 3 depts rated 15.78%. 

Compared with investigated public libraries, and archive departments, only 

state management departments have percentage of 10%, because this source 

originated from endogenous department and organization.So that, source of 

seas and islands information in State management department has 

inhomogeneous ratio of allocation and high dispersion. 
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2.2.2. Setting up management of seas and islands  information 

resource 

2.2.2.1. Setting up management of seas and islands  document in  

traditional method 

Currently, setting up management of seas and islands document mostly 

in traditional method, arrangement, management and preservation in close 

and open warehouse. Investigation of 19 public libraries and 23 archive 

departments shows that format of setting up management mostly in close 

storehouse, particular investigation shows that in 23 archive department and 

19 state management department of seas and islands, 100% of departments 

have been setting up management in closes storehouse format. 

2.2.2.2. Setting up management of seas and islands  document in  

modern method  

In public libraries, archive, state management department, setting up 

and management in modern method has been used with new type of 

document: electronic document. Documents of seas and islands have been 

proceeded in tight process, archived in certain structure in server or 

hardware, CD-ROM disk. 

2.2.3. Preservation of seas and islands document 

Preservation of seas and islands document in archived storehouse of 

archive departments and state management departments is well-done than 

public library system. Besides most of archive departments that equipped 

dedicated modern archive storehouse as regulation of Government, the 

orthers are temporary. All of archive documents have been filed that could 

be traced and centralized preservation at archive storehouse in archive 

department. Storehouses are equipped as standards of Home Affairs 

Department Regulation; mode of preservation, shelf of documents suitable 

for all materials and format of document; mode of light, humidity, airy, 

temperature always maintain at standard mode; tasks of fire and explosion 

prevention, incursion prevention have been maintained in automatic mode. 

2.3. Actual situation of exploitation of seas and islands information 

resource 

2.3.1. Searching tools 

- Traditional searching tools:  result of research, practical investigation 

show that searching tool of seas and islands in public library system is more 
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modern than archive departments and state management departments of 

seas and islands. Public library system has been building up searching tool 

based on international standard framework DDC, therefore, it could be used 

complex index. Presently, archive has been building up searching tool 

according to Circulars number 09/2011/TT-BNV dated 03/06/2011 of 

Home Affairs Department that regulates period of document preservation 

originated activities of Residents'Committee in provinces, cities under the 

authority of central government; Circulars number 155/2013/TT-BTC dated 

06//11/2013 of Ministry of Finance regulated period of document 

preservation originated in financial activities; Joint Circulars number 

01/2014/TTLT-BNV-BXD instructs components basis construction 

document archived in historical Archive, etc. which is not diverse, lack of 

synchronization originated from document characteristic.  

- Generally, modern searching tools on seas and islands document of 

public library system, archive departments and state management 

departments have been basically established on network of computers 

which have internet connection; firstly, we can search directly data of 

National library and some of provinces’ libraries. In the progress of 

application of software on profession, professional process. They now have 

been changing, and have modern method of operation. Source of electronic 

information of all systems has been enhanced and standardization. All most 

of departments have built up database in computer. 

2.3.2. Information-library service, archive  

2.3.2.1. Serving of reading in place 

- In public library system: reading in place is the most popular of using 

document in public library system. To make environment for users, public 

libraries concentrate on implement serving conditions of reading room, 

especially exploited simple, convenient and quick document. Residents 

only need ID or reader cards. 

- In archive department system: reading room is the most popular of 

document using and organization format of historical Archive in the world 

and in our country. To make condition for readers can research document  

most conveniently,  archive departments concentrate on implement of 

condition served readers at reading rooms, especially procedure of 
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information exploitation. For residents only need ID (for individual 

purposes) and introduction of agencies, organizations (for mission 

implementing activities). Non- residents need PP and introduction dispatch 

of agencies, organizations in Vietnam where they are working, studying or 

researching. 

-  In state management departments of seas and islands: they arrange 

reading room in archive storehouse, however according to interview, 

information users mostly are officials, civil servants, so that, they do not 

read in place, they search document and photocopy for researching. 

2.3.2.2. Borrowing document 

This service is popular in public library system. 

2.3.2.3. Photocopy original document  

This service is applied by public library system, archive department 

system and state management departments. Photocopy service of original 

document for information users in case of having demand of using documents 

in long-time period or this document is not permitted to take away. 

2.3.2.4. Setting up exhibition 

Exhibition of document about seas and islands has been carried out 

usually from 2011, when law on seas was launched and usually happened 

the dispute in south china seas, in fishing grounds, dispute in territorial 

waters. Setting up exhibition has purpose of introducing to information 

users that could be acknowlegded and exploited the document of seas and 

islands, take a part in economic development, tourism, services and defend 

sovereign and security of seas and islands. 

2.4. Evaluation of actual situation of building up and exploitation 

of Vietnam’s seas and islands information resource 

2.4.1. Level of adequacy of seas and islands information resource 

According to investigation of 61 agencies, organizations (19 public 

libraries, 23 archive departments, 19 state management departments) and 

interview of specialists, building up of seas and islands information resource in 

information, library, archive agencies has not been concerned. In recent years, 

cause of information demand about seas and islands of information users, the 

information, library, archive agencies have started to have policies on 

supplement, collecting, and setting up the information resource. However, 
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source of seas and islands now in public library system, archive department 

system and state management department is too little in compared with 

publishing situation. Ratio of sources about seas and islands in total sources 1% 

is 21/61 reaching 34.42%; Ratio of sources about seas and islands in total 

sources 5% is 12/61 reaching 19.67%; Ratio of sources about seas and islands 

in total sources 10% is 3/61, reaching 15.78%. There is no agency, organization 

that has seas and islands information resource rated over 10 %. 

2.4.2. Level of meeting demand of seas and islands information 

resource 

Based on demand of information users and using of seas and islands 

information resource, information, library, archive agencies have built up and 

developed seas and islands information resource; building up information 

products and services which could help information users access information 

resource of agencies and organizations in the best way. Information uses could 

access from many information products and services, such as voted index, 

database, OPAC searching, website, internet, etc. ; from many serving method 

such as reading in place, home borrowing, photocopy, document certification, 

etc. However, meeting demand of information users has been not in time 

48/457 reaching 10.5%; less satisfied 161/457 reaching 35.2%; restrictive 

47/457 reaching 10.3%. Reasons: Document, data of seas and islands is 

popularized restrictively to users because it is confidential 114/457 reaching 

24.9%, or it is listed to “used restrictively information” 155/457 reaching 

33.9%, therefore, users have no way to search and exploit. 

2.4.3. Sharing ability and exclusive characteristic of seas and islands 

information resource 

Up to now, huge of document and information about seas and islands I 

our country is dispersed in many sources and is not in a consolidated 

management system. Each local, agency has been using information 

resource without sharing, even expense for this information is from national 

budget. 

2.4.4. Advantages, disadvantages and reasons 

2.4.4.1. Advantages 

Library, archive agencies has been acknowledged clearly role and 

mission in building up seas and islands information resource. In agencies, 
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they have been modernized activity of information-library in order to 

improve capacity of meeting demand of information users. Almost libraries 

and archive agencies have increased number of serving hours, open in 

Saturday and evening. The fact show that, number of information users 

coming library, archive agencies who have demand on seas and islands 

information has been increasing; and meeting demand has been improved 

step by step. They have applied information technology in library activity, 

archive, therefore, users could self-search in computers, access database 

that self-build up; use information products and services of these agencies; 

build up and exploit more conveniently. 

2.4.4.2. Disadvantages and reasons  

 Level of adequacy of seas and islands information resource is 

restrictive, has not met demand of users; information resource is dispersed 

in all of Library, archive agencies; inhomogeneous development of 

investigated Library, archive agencies. 

Sub-conclusions 

Information resource is dispersed everywhere, in all of management 

department, information, library, archive agencies. Setting up and 

management of seas and islands information and document formats does not 

have systematize characteristic, has not set up process, level of relevance 

between agencies and/or system, is the huge obstacle to  conglomerate seas 

and islands information resource in becoming a strong resource. To different 

from the other types of information, part of document, data of seas and 

islands is popularized restrictively to users because it is confidential. The 

actual situation of Vietnam’s seas and islands now is not strong and stable 

enough, has not met demand of information users. 

Chapter 3 

SOLUTIONS FOR BUILDING UP AND EXPLOITATION OF 

VIETNAM’S SEAS AND ISLANDS INFORMATION RESOURCE 

3.1. Building up model of national seas and islands information 

resource management 

3.1.1. Conception of model of seas and islands information resource 

management 
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National characteristic of seas and islands document and information 

leads to 4 main models: National Centralized Model - called M1; National 

Decentralized Model - called M2; National Riginal Model - called M3; 

National distributed Model - called M4. 

3.1.2. Regarding to direction and target 

- Consolidated management and nationalized document of seas and 

islands 

- Modernization of system of seas and islands document 

Target: Setting up immediately for our country a seas and islands 

information resource that huge enough to meet the requirement of national 

information safety threshold and requirement of development. 

3.1.3. Regarding to model choice 

Principle and structure: model of seas and islands information resource 

management which is suitable for Vietnam is National distributed Model - 

M4. 

Ingredients and structure of model: member systems include 3 core 

systems: system of information ST, system of library SV, system of archive 

SL; area coverage subjects of seas and islands: 4 main area coverage 

subjects (Profiles): P1: Politics - Laws; P2: Economics - Trade; P3: 

Environment - Natural Resources; P4: Science - Technology; information 

sources includes 2 main groups: E1: non-published information source; E2: 

published information source. 

From structure of National distributed Mode; in space of seas and 

islands  information, in the next time there are 3 main groups  of factors that 

take part in directly to information resource management process: E: one 

registry and distribution center of seas and islands information resource; P: 

some subjected field centers (P1,P2,P3,etc,); clue points that related to main 

area coverage subjects: 1.1;…;1.N; 2.1;…;2.K; 3.1;…;3.L; 4.1;…;4.M; play 

role is beginning-ending station in space of seas and islands information. 

Registry and distribution center: this is the head agency of system 

(head system agency) implement 2 functions: Registry - investigation; 

distribution - instruction 

Scientific information and archive department is responsible for roles 

of this center. Seas and islands information and document center of the 
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system includes elements: registry, supplement, process, archive, searching 

and supplying information in consolidated technological process 

Seas and islands information and document center should be located in 

synthetic departments such as Seas and islands information and document 

center about laws (P1) located in Ministry Of Justice or Ministry of foreign 

affairs; Seas and islands information and document center about economics 

- trade (P2) located in Ministry of planning and investment; Seas and 

islands information and document center about Environment - Natural 

Resources (P3) located in Ministry of natural resources and environment; 

Seas and islands information and document center about Science and 

technology (P4) located in Ministry of Science and technology. Summary 

of model of seas and islands information resource management which is 

suitable for Vietnam is laid out in the diagram 3.1 

 
Diagram 3.1: Structure of the National distributed Model of building 

up seas and islands information resource 
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Subsystems in the model 

In the next period, center of information and document should build up 

and operate 8 subsystems: 1. input subsystem; 2. preservation and searching 

information subsystem; 3. copy and provide file of document subsystem; 4. 

remote information access subsystem; 5. publishing subsystem; 6. 

information analyzing subsystem; 7. copy document/data subsystem; 8. 

management subsystem 

3.2. Solutions for realization the National distributed Model of 

building up seas and islands information resource 

3.2.1. Setting up Registry and distribution center of national seas 

and islands information (E) 

Regarding to organization: Setting up Registry and distribution center 

of national seas and islands information: setting up specialized archive 

division. 

Regarding to function: Setting up Registry and distribution center of 

national seas and islands information is non income-generating 

administration agency, belongs to Scientific information and Archive 

Department; this center has legal capacity, has stamp, account for activity. 

The center has functions that help Scientific information and Archive 

Department: implement registry and investigation the value information 

resource related to Vietnam’s seas and islands; taking over, archive, setting 

to use seas and islands document about the sovereign of Vietnam from Seas 

and Islands Department, Government Border Board, Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs, Ministry of Information and Communication; National Archive 

Center, National library and central affiliated provinces, etc.; implement the 

statistics and analyzing national seas and islands information resource in 

order to build up and defend country; organize to integrate and link 

database of seas and islands from all agencies and organization 

3.2.2. Assurance of conditions for deployment and operation: 

Assurance of resources, assurance of legal basis, assurance of financial 

resource, assurance of technical infrastructure of science and technology. 

3.2.3. Enhance to build up seas and islands information resource 

Investigation and evaluation of actual situation of seas and islands 

document; building up collections and database of Vietnam’s seas and 
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islands, verification of coordination mechanism between Information center 

and agencies in country.  

3.2.4. Improvement of effectiveness of exploitation of seas and 

islands information resource 

Enhance tasks of propaganda, popularized seas and islands 

information; diversification of seas and islands information products and 

services; implement and development of information, library, archive 

products; development of information, library, archive. 

3.2.5. Coordination of exploitation seas and islands information 

between information agencies and state management department: 

Sharing, synthesizing information resource between information, library, 

archive would help users to exploit document most effectively and expense 

source. This would help agencies to improve the effectiveness of building 

up source of document, concentrate on supplementing necessary document, 

synthesis with users at agencies, should not to supplement document that 

could have by coordination of information, library, archive agencies. 

3.2.6. Enhance application of scientific technology to modernize 

building up and exploitation of seas and islands information resource 

activity  

Building up national seas and islands information system needs to 

have science and technology infrastructure: network, connection equipment, 

sever, professional software, professional computer workstation. 

3.2.7. Education to improve the qualification of users and 

operational officials 

Education, training of board of information, library, archive civil 

servants; step by step to make conditions for users to get acquaintance with 

seas and islands information resource. To set up training class, to instruct 

users knowledge and searching skills in computer; in network, and skill to 

use modern information service; instruction for users the way of searching 

and using products and services of seas and islands information. 

3.3. Effectiveness of model of development of seas and islands 

information resource 

Regarding to economics: Building up and exploitation of seas and 

islands information resource would operate in distributed network principle, 
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operate in system of distributed database, therefore, in scale of nation will 

save huge of expense because of avoidance of duplicated and missing 

information, searching and access information quickly, saving users time. 

Regarding to method – technology operation: qualification of 

information technology operation in information-library division; our 

materials is outdated. Method of building up and management process of 

national seas and islands information resource would make condition to 

shorten the gap of technology, so that in the future we could integrate 

initiatively and effectively into exchange activities of seas and islands 

information with the other countries, firstly with countries which have seas 

in ASEAN. This change would give positive impacts on improvement of 

qualification of officials in information-library division, document in 

Vietnam’s seas and islands division. 

 Regarding to society: Currently, according to assessment of many 

scientists, ability of assurance of professional information document in 

common, of seas and islands information in particular. According to 5 

international levels, we could not overcome the second level – basic level 

(low), higher than lowest level – beginning level (Non to Low). This leads 

to many disadvantages of information distribution in society, in order to 

improve “information culture” ability of information users, firstly our 

country’s technical workforce that estimated 2 millions people. 

Sub-conclusions 

Vietnam’s Seas and islands information resource is a significant issue 

which is important for our nation. Solutions for these disadvantages that 

generated from development of seas and islands information resource; have 

characteristics of  clannishness and spontaneity have to base on systematic 

thinking. In building up model of activity for all divisions, firstly, we have 

to define the purpose of activity of system; functions, mission and 

responsibility of member agencies, format of seas and islands information 

resource, human resource, etc. have to assure of consolidate and unified 

characteristic of exploitation procedure, sharing and archive of seas and 

islands information resource; assurance of security, safety of special data of 

seas and island documents. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

In this era, nations with seas and islands have development strategy of 

“heading-to-the-sea”. Seas and islands information resource play an 

important role in defending sovereign and integrity of territory, economic 

development, culture, society. So that, ability of using and extreme 

exploiting of  seas and islands information resource would takes a chance 

for success of nations with seas and islands. 

Vietnam’s seas and islands information resource plays a key role, 

building up Vietnam’s seas and islands information resource would be 

valuable historical evidences that could be useful for demonstration of 

Vietnam sovereign. This is a valuable information resource that needs to 

build up, collect, exploit and publish, takes a part in defendant of territorial 

waters in common and in Spratly Islands and Paracel Islands in particular. 

Building up and development value of seas and islands information 

resource have becoming one of urgent issues which have strategic 

signification, attract concern of researches in many different fields such as: 

security, defense, economics, society, technology-information, information-

library, archive, publish, etc. Building up and effective exploitation of seas 

and islands information resource is complicated management issue of 

information-library science division that need to solve in systematic access 

method.  
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